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Abstract—In recent years, “News Curation Services” that rec-
ommend news articles on the Internet to users are getting
attention. In this paper, we propose a news curation service
that collects and recommends “news articles” that users feel
interested by using semantic relationships between terms in the
articles. We define “interested” news articles as articles that users
have curiosity and serendipity. The semantic relations between
events terms are represented by Linked Data. We create News
Articles Linked Data (candidates for recommendation to users)
and User’s preferences Linked Data (users’ preferences). In order
to recommend news articles to users, we first search common
subgraphs between two kinds of Linked Data. The experiment
showed that the curiosity score is 3.30 (min:0, max:4), and the
serendipity score is 2.93 in our approach, although a baseline
method showed the curiosity score is 3.03, and the serendipity
score is 2.79. Thus, we confirmed that our approach is more
effective than the baseline method.

Keywords–Semantic Relation; Linked Data; News Recommen-
dation.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Recently, web services, such as paper.li [1] and The
Tweeted Times [2] that automatically gather news articles and
recommend to users have been popular. The users can easily
get interested information by those services called “News
Curation Services”. In this paper, we propose a semantic graph
application for “News Curation Services”, which recommends
interested news articles according to users’ preferences. We
define “interested news articles” as articles that user has
curiosity and serendipity. A lot of content-based recommen-
dation approaches, such as tf-idf use only words or terms
in news articles for features of recommendation. In contrast,
our approach applies semantic relation between the terms as
the features. Thus, our contribution is that we extract users’
preferences more accurately than other approaches, and then
recommend news articles to the users. The semantic relations
between terms are represented in Linked Data.

We create two kinds of Linked Data in this paper. First,
we create News Articles Linked Data, composed of sentences
of news articles, which are candidates for recommendation to
users. Next, we create users’ preferences Linked Data, com-
posed of sentences of news articles that users feel interested.
In order to recommend news articles to users, we search news
articles by finding common subgraphs, that is, triples like term-
relation-term between two kinds of Linked Data. If there is a
common subgraph. we recommend news articles, which are
associated with the subgraph in News Articles Linked Data to
the users.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II describes related works, and Section III describes our
approach. In Section IV, we show experiments and evaluation.
Finally, we conclude this paper with discussion and the future
work in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK

Most of previous studies for recommendation systems
based on contents have applied terms in sentences [3][4].
These recommendation systems need Bag-of-Words vectors as
features. They recommend contents with frequent terms in text
that users feel interested.

Capelle et al. [5] studied content-based recommendation
system, which focused on terms semantics. They developed a
system by applying similar terms for news articles that users
already read or not. The similarity of terms was calculated by
WordNet and a search engine Bing.

There is also a study for constructing Linked Data from
news articles. Radinsky et al. [6] extracted news topics from
sentences in news article titles for 150 years, and then con-
structed News Linked Data with causal relationships. Then,
they tried to expect future events by tracing the Linked Data.

Ohsawa et al. [7] proposed a method for expecting for
the number of “Like” in Facebook pages. They applied the
information in DBpedia and made the expectation model with
words similarities between Facebook pages.

As recommendation systems by using Linked Data, Khrouf
et al. [8] targeted event information. They converted meta
information on the event news sites, such as location, time,
genre and so on to Linked Data, and recommended the
event information to users. The information is searched by
a hybrid approach of similarities of events’ structures and a
collaborative filtering technique.

Moreover, Mirizzi et al. [9] have applied movie information
in DBpedia to Vector-Space-model, and recommended movies,
which users feel interested by similarity of movie information,
such as genre, director and actor, etc.

Elahi et al. [10] proposed a picture recommendation system
with DBpedia infomation.

Passant et al. [11] showed a musician recommendation
system by information about musicians in DBpedia. They
proposed a method for measuring semantic similarity between
Linked Data as Linked Data Semantic Distance (LDSD), and
then this method is applied to a lot of recommendation systems
with Linked Data.
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Figure 1. FLOW OF OUR APPROACH.

On the other hand, we put specific labels on terms in
the text as Semantic Role Labeling [12] to extract semantic
relations of the text, and then convert them to Linked Data.
WordNet and VerbNet are used in Semantic Role Labeling.

There are many recommendation systems based on con-
tents and Linked Data. However, to the best of our knowledge,
there is no news recommendation system by using semantic
relations in Linked Data.

III. PROPOSEDAPPROACH

We recommend news articles to users by using semantic
relations of terms, since we assume that some news articles
that users prefer, indicates the users’ interest. Thus, we discuss
how to extract the semantic relations and to recommend news
articles to users in this section. Figure 1 indicates a flow of
our approach.

First, we collect news articles, that users indicated obvious
interest from social bookmark sites and others, and then extract
the semantic relations from the articles. The semantic relations
are combinations of terms with their relations in each sentence
of the articles. We assume these semantic relations include
users’ preferences, and we construct User’s Preferences Linked
Data.

Next, we crawl a large amount of news articles on the
Internet, and extract semantic relations as well, and then
construct News Articles Linked Data.

In order to recommend the news articles to the users, we
search common subgraphs between User’s Preferences Linked
Data and News Articles Linked Data. At this time, we also
apply an “Entity Linking technique” for matching the terms
(nodes of graph). Finally, we recommend the news articles
associated with the subgraph in News Articles Linked Data to
the users.

In details, the extraction of semantic relations of news
articles is described in Section III-A. Section III-B describes

how to find common subgraphs between two kinds of Linked
Data. Then, we show the technique of Entity Linking in
Section III-C.

A. Construction of Linked Data

1) Definition of Semantic Relation:Semantic relations are
extracted from each sentence of news articles. In our previous
work, Nguyen et al. [13] extracted behavioral properties from
Web pages and Tweets to acquire users’ behavioral informa-
tion in a specific event like a disaster. They defined event’s
properties as Who, Action, What, When, Where, and so on.
However, we aim to recommend news articles to users, and
thus semantic relations must be simple in order to increase
recommendation results. Therefore, we newly defined six new
properties in this paper as follows.

• Subject (subject of an event)

• Activity (activity of an event)

• Object (object of an activity)

• Date (date an event occurred)

• Time (time an event occurred)

• Location (where an event occurred)

For example, if a news article has a sentence “Keisuke
Honda has been elected to the Worst Eleven in Serie A May
21, 2014”, its semantic relations are represented in Linked
Data like Figure 2. Our semantic relations are composed of
multiple triples, which connect terms in the sentence. The
triple is a meta-deta model, which represents the relationship
between two resources with a property “resource→ (property)
→ resource”. In this case, triples are “elected→ (Object)→
Worst Eleven” and “Keisuke Honda→ (Activity) → elected”.
Note that, a semantic relation between Subject and Activity
is represented as “Subject’s term→ (Activity) → Activity’s
term”, although other relations are represented as “Activity’s
term→ (property)→ term”.
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Figure 2. EXAMPLE OF SEMANTIC RELATION.

Figure 3. EXAMPLE OF MANUAL LABELING.

2) Pre-processing: In this paper, we adopted Japanese
news articles as sources. Then, parentheses frequently appear
in news articles and dazzle someone’s eyes. Also, they make
semantic relations in a sentence more difficult. Therefore, we
removed the parentheses in pre-process steps. We first split a
sentence with the parentheses to string outside the parentheses
and string inside parentheses to simplify the sentence. But, our
previous work showed the string inside parentheses are often
useless, and thus we deleted them all.

Also, we registered 7,572 locations in Japan and
150,90,897 titles of all Japanese Wikipedia articles as of
December, 2014 in our dictionary.

3) Semantic Role Labeling with CRF:In order to extract
the semantic relations from news articles, we apply Condi-
tional Random Field (CRF) [14]. CRF is a machine learning
technique to solve sequential labeling problems. CRF has been
used in morphological analysis, part-of-speech (POS) tagging,
named entity recognition [15], and group activity recognition
[16], etc.

First, we extract dependency information between terms,
and POS information of a sentence, and then convert them
to a feature vector format for CRF. We get the dependency
information from Cabocha [17], and the POS information from
Mecab [18].

As a training dataset for CRF learning phase, we used
sentences manually labeled in advance. Figure 3 shows an
example of training data, “Keisuke Honda has been elected
to the Worst Eleven”. I is internal of a chunk, B shows
beginning of the chunk. In estimation phase, we use a CRF’s
model constructed by the training data, and automatically put
properties to each sentence.

Figure 4. PROCEDURES OF SEMANTIC RELATION EXTRACTION.

As a preliminary experiment, we collected 98 sentences
from 13 news articles in Japanese for our the training dataset.
The articles are collected from Japanese news site, Asahi.co.jp
[19] on Oct. 3, 2014. Details of the dataset are shown in
Table I. We then tried to estimate properties (labels) in test
sentences, but the accuracy by 10-fold cross-validations was
not enough when applying CRF as it is. Especially, Subject,
Time, and Location indicate low accuracies. Hence, we devised
some heuristics for Time and Location. The heuristic rules are
executed on the CRF results based on the dependency and POS
information.

As a result, Table II shows the average accuracies for each
labels become more than 80%. “Weighted Average” means the
average accuracy for all labels.

4) Construction of Semantic Relation:In Figure 4, we
show how to construct the semantic relations from the labeled
sentences. The figure indicates a procedures of semantic re-
lation construction from a sentence“Keisuke Honda has been
elected to the Worst Eleven in Serie A May 21, 201”. First, we
extract the labeled terms in the sentence. Then, we gather the
terms for each semantic relation using dependency informa-
tion. Finally, we connect these terms with semantic relations,
and then convert it to Linked Data in Resource Description
Framework (RDF).

B. Recommendation of News Articles using Common Sub-
graph

In order to recommend news articles to users, we search
“common subgraphs” between News Articles Linked Data and
User’s Preferences Linked Data. We define “subgraphs” in
Linked Data as one or more linked triples. We find common
subgraphs by finding at least a common triple between two
kinds of Linked Data. Common triples need common Subject,
Value and Property between two triples, and thus we first try
to find them for searching common subgraphs. Then, we get
news articles associated with the common subgraphs in News
Articles Linked Data.

We show an example of the common subgraph in Figure
5. The subgraph “Keisuke Honda (Subject)← Activity ←
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TABLE I. SUMMARY OF TRAINING DATA

sentences terms all labels Subject Activity Object Date Time Location
98 2,479 1,888 265 718 754 79 37 35

TABLE II. ACCURACY OF LABELING

Subject Activity Object Date Time Location Weighted Average
Precision 67.80% 91.22% 87.41% 81.23% 82.46% 97.77% 86.48%
Recall 85.61% 87.20% 82.22% 90.03% 87.50% 85.71% 86.59%
F-measure 75.67% 89.16% 84.74% 85.40% 84.90% 91.34% 86.53%

Figure 5. EXAMPLE OF COMMON SUBGRAPH.

elected (Activity)← Object ← Worst Eleven (Object)” in
User’s Preferences Linked Data was extracted from a sentence
“Keisuke Honda has been elected to the Worst Eleven”.
Similarly, the subgraph “Shinji Kagawa (Subject)← Activity
← elected (Activity)← Object← Worst Eleven (Object)”
in News Articles Linked Data was extracted from a sentence
“Keisuke Honda has been elected to the Worst Eleven”. These
subgraphs have a common triple “elected (Activity)← Object
← Worst Eleven (Object)”, and so this corresponds to a
common subgraph. Moreover, each subgraph has a partial
match “x (Subject)← Activity ← elected (Activity)” linked to
the common triple. Therefore, we recommend a news article
associated with the subgraph “Shinji Kagawa (Subject)←
Activity ← elected (Activity)← Object ← Worst Eleven
(Object)” to users.

Figure 6 shows an algorithm for searching common sub-
graphs between two kinds of Linked Data. Inputs areUser-
GraphandNewsGraph. UserGraphis a set of triples in User’s
Preferences Linked Data. Similarly,NewsGraphindicates a
set of triples in News Articles Linked Data. First, we check
whetheruser triple andnews triple have a common triple or
not by usingSIMTRIPLE. Details of SIMTRIPLEare shown
in Figure 7. If these triple are determined as a common triple,
we get other triples include terms (Subject or Value) of each
triple. Then, we search triples that have a common Property
betweenu graph and n graph by PartialMatch. In addition,
we gather them toX. Outputs are common subgraphs in News
Articles Linked Data that are linked ton triple andx. Finally,
we recommend news articles associated with the common
subgraphs.

In our approach, we can collect common subgraphs not
only in the case that we were able to entirely extract semantic

relations in a news articles but also the cases that we par-
tially extracted the semantic relations. We use subgraphs for
matching, which have at least two triples with two properties
and three nodes. Therefore, common subgraph search in our
approach works with news article if the extracted semantic
relations have at least two linked triples.

However, the defined schema for Linked Data has Activity
as a hub as shown in Figure 2. Therefore, the common
subgraph search cannot work if the semantic relations do not
include Activity’s terms.

C. Entity Linking
In order to search common subgraphs between User’s

Preferences Linked Data and News Articles Linked data, the
common subgraphs need the same Subject, Property, and
Value. However, the number of common subgraphs is very lit-
tle if we search the common subgraphs with exact matching of
terms. Also, this causes to miss an opportunity to find similar
subgraphs, and thus leads to a matter of no recommendation.

Therefore, we apply “Entity Linking” for common sub-
graphs search. Entity Linking is a task for searching common
terms by applying synonyms of Entity (terms) in sentences.
Entity Linking usually needs an expression dictionary, and a
similarity measure between terms. For example, if there is
a sentence includes “be elected to the Worst Eleven”, “be
elected” has the same meaning as “be chosen”, and“elected”,
etc. We get much more common subgraphs than the exact
matching by applying such an Entity Linking technique. Study
of Bunnescu et al. [20] is a pioneer of Entity Linking.
Bunnescu has proposed a method for resolving the word-sense
disambiguation by using hyperlink structure between articles
of Wikipedia. Also, Hoffart [21] developed an Entity Linking
framework AIDA for named entity extraction and word-sense
disambiguation. Hoffart’s Entity Linking is similarity calcula-
tion for terms by using contexts in sentences.

In this paper, we applied Jaccard index and Japanese
WordNet for similarity calculation. Jaccard index is a string
matching techniques. Equation (1) indicates a formula for
Jaccard index, which represents a ratio of common elements
of the two sets: A and B. Here, we calculate a similarity score
between the two terms by using their surfaces. Inputs are two
terms and output indicates a similarity score between [0-1]. If
the score is 1, A and B are matched exactly. We a set threshold
score of Jaccard index as 0.5.

Jaccard(A,B) =
A ∩B

A ∪B
(1)
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Figure 6. SEARCH COMMON SUBGRAPH ALGORITHM.

By applying Jaccard index, we can determine that “elected”
and “elect” are identical. However, “elected” and “chosen”
are not solved only by Jaccard index. Therefore, we also
applied WordNet, and search similar terms for covering a string
matching’s weak point.

We show a method for searching common triples with En-
tity Liking in Figure 7 (SIMTRIPLEin Figure 6). Inputs are a
triple in User’s Preferences Linked Datau triple and a triple in
News Articles Linked Datan triple. Note that the triples must
have the same Property. Thus, we calculate terms similarity of
Subject terms (u triple.subjectandn triple.subject) and Value
terms (u triple.valueandn triple.value) in the order of exact
match, WordNet, and Jaccard index.

IV. EXPERIMENT

We recommended “interested” news articles to test users
with our approach. We define “interested” means curiosity and
serendipity. Therefore, we set as metrics “curiosity”, “serendip-
ity”, and “relevance” (similarity) as reference information.

A. Dataset
In order to construct News Articles Linked Data, we

applied 21,105 news articles from Oct. 4, 2014 to Jan. 10,
2015. It took about an hour to construct the Linked Data with

Figure 7. SEARCH TRIPLE ALGORITHM.

the articles. Similarly, we applied 1,471 news articles from Jan.
11, 2015 to Jan. 19, 2015 for User’s Preferences Linked Data,
which was constructed in a few minutes. The news articles that
construct both Linked Data are collected from Japanese news
site, Asahi.co.jp. A summary of our dataset for News Articles
Linked Data is shown in Table III, and a summary for User’s
Preferences Linked Data is shown in Table IV.

B. Experimental Setting

We found 978 common subgraphs from the two datasets.
These subgraphs were found between 142 news articles in
User’s Preferences Linked Data and 578 news articles in News
Articles Linked Data. Thus, 578 news articles associated with
the common subgraphs could be recommended to test users.
The calculation time is about 3,577 sec. However, checking a
large number of articles is almost impractical for test users.
Therefore, in order to reduce the news articles, we excluded
the following common subgraphs.

• Properties in common triples are Date and Time.

• Number of terms in common triples is 2 or less.

• Common triple’s terms indicate tense alone.

• Common triple includes only short length terms.

The number of the reduced common subgraph was 166.
These common subgraphs are composed of 62 news articles in
User’s Preferences Linked Data and 126 news articles in News
Articles Linked Data. Thus, we used 62 news articles in User’s
Preferences Linked Data for evaluation. There were some news
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TABLE III. DATASET FOR NEWS ARTICLES LINKED DATA

Articles Nodes Labels Subject Activity Object Date Time Location
21,105 42,890 44,869 10,892 12,040 17,994 1,761 749 1,433

TABLE IV. DATASET FOR USER’S PREFERENCES LINKED DATA

Articles Nodes Labels Subject Activity Object Date Time Location
1,471 4,526 4,617 1,612 1,612 1,548 172 84 117

TABLE V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT

relevance curiosity serendipity
Our Approach 3.06 3.30 2.93

Baseline 3.22 3.03 2.79

articles, which can recommend multiple news articles to users.
But we recommended a news article from a news article that
users feel interested. A news article is selected based on the
similarities of triples. If the similarities are the same, we
randomly chose a news article.

C. Experiment Procedure
We asked the test user to determine whether or not the

recommended articles are relevant (similar to), an article that
the user feels interested, and has curiosity, serendipity.

We defined the interesting articles, which users that users
get attracted to and make discovery from. We then regarded
the articles, which users get highly attracted as the curiosity
articles, and the articles, which users make an important
discovery as the serendipity articles. There are 20 test users, in
which 13 test users are our university students. The test users
answered in 4 levels: “I think so”, “I think so a little”, “I don’t
think so a little”, and “I don’t think so”. We also conducted
comparison with a baseline method using tf-idf. The method
is the most famous approach for extracting feature words of
sentences and it has been used for a lot of studies [22][23].
It needs term (word) frequency as tf and inverse Document
Frequency as idf for calculating weights of the words. We
extracted top three weighted words from an article that test
users feel interested. All three words are nouns. The baseline
method searches a news article contains those three words from
dataset for News Articles Linked Data, and then recommends
the news articles to each test user.

D. Evaluation
Table V indicates the average scores of our approach and

the baseline method. Our approach showed relevance:3.06,
curiosity:3.30, and serendipity:2.93 in average. In contrast,
the baseline method showed relevance:3.22, curiosity:3.03,
serendipity:2.79. As a result, the curiosity and the serendipity
score of our approach were higher than the baseline method,
although the relevance is lower than the baseline.

The reason why the baseline had a high relevance score was
that the baseline method recommended news articles, which
include three frequent nouns. However, semantic relations in
our approach include terms of noun, verb and adjective, and so
on. As a result, the baseline method directly retrieved topics
represented in nouns of news articles. Our common subgraphs

TABLE VI. PERFORMANCE OF RECOMMEND NEWS

good excellent
Our Approach 2.55 1.15

Baseline 2.40 0.65

include several terms, which are not directly relevant to the
news articles that users feel interested. However, these terms
have the same semantic relations from a certain topic terms
as in the news articles the users feel interested. In a sense, we
believe that thesevariablescontributed to raise the curiosity
and the serendipity score, decreasing the relevance score.

Finally, we checked how many “interested” news articles
were recommended to the users. If a test user determined that
the curiosity and serendipity score are more than 3, we counted
the news article as “good”. Then, if a test user answered that
both scores are 4 , we counted the new article as “excellent”.
We show the result in Table VI. Our approach and the baseline
method are almost the same in “good”, but our approach
recommended more “excellent” news articles than the baseline
method. We thus confirmed that, our approach is superior to
the conventional content-based method.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we proposed a new “News Curation Service”
by using semantic relations in news articles. Semantic relations
are represented as Linked Data. We proposed an approach for
constructing Linked Data from news articles and recommend
news articles to users based on common subgraphs between
User’s Preferences Linked Data and News Articles Linked
Data. Through the experiments, we confirmed our approach
can incorporate more users’ interest than the existing approach.

In the future work, we will improve accuracy of the CRF
labeling and Entity Linking. In addition, we will examine
patterns of common subgraphs for news recommendation.
Also, we reconstruct our Linked Data schema to find more
common subgraphs between two kinds of Linked Data.
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